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ulti-branched dandelion-like
SAPO-11 by an in situ inoculating seed-induced-
steam-assisted conversion method (SISAC) as
a highly effective hydroisomerization support†

Zhou Chen, Wenjing Song, Shaohong Zhu, Weikun Lai, Xiaodong Yi*
and Weiping Fang

A dandelion-like SAPO-11 with multiple branches was fabricated by seed-induced steam-assisted

conversion (SISAC), which combined an in situ inoculating seed method (in this case, the initial gel was

pre-crystallized at 433 K for 24 h) and steam-assisted conversion (SAC) process. The dandelion-like

SAPO-11 was fully crystalline and exhibited more acidity, external surface and mesopore volume

compared with conventional hydrothermally crystallized SAPO-11, confirmed by Ar adsorption–

desorption, pyridine-adsorbed infrared (Py-IR), 2,6-dimethylpyridine-adsorbed infrared (2,6-DMPy-IR)

and NH3 temperature-programmed desorption (NH3-TPD). After loading Pt nanoparticles by incipient

wetness impregnation, the morphological modification (benefiting from smaller nanobranches and

introducing more external surface active sites) leads to enhanced heptane hydroisomerization activity of

the dandelion-like Pt/SAPO-11 as great as 15.4% higher in comparison with a conventional Pt/SAPO-11

catalyst.
Introduction

The catalytic hydroisomerization of n-alkanes to their corre-
sponding branched isomers has generated a great amount of
interest in the modern petroleum industry. This process is
considered to be an effective strategy to increase the octane
number of gasoline and to improve the cold-ow properties of
middle-distillate fuels and lube base oils.1 In particular,
searching for catalysts to isomerize C5–C8 n-alkanes of low
octane rating into branched isomers of high octane rating has
been the subject of many investigations around the world. Such
catalysts could satisfy the ever-increasing demand for high-
octane gasoline due to the rapid development of the automo-
bile industry and increasingly rigorous environmental
regulation.

In the hydroisomerization process, catalytic systems have
been successfully constructed for hydroisomerization evolu-
tion. These systems typically use bifunctional catalysts that
contain noble metal particles as a hydro-/dehydrogenation
component in conjunction with an acid component. Recently,
among the numerous catalytic materials explored for n-alkane
isomerization, it has been reported that zeolite with large pores,
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such as Pt/HBEA(BEA),2 mesoporous aluminosilicate3,4 and
strongly acidic zeolite, such as ZSM-5(MFI)5 and ZSM-22(TON),6

can produce a large yield of cracked products because these
catalysts have either spatial constraints that might induce
shape selectivity or excessive acid sites that would induce
cracking. On the other hand, SAPO-11 (AEL) with one-
dimensional 10-membered ring channels has attracted
considerable interest in the eld of hydroisomerization due to
its shape selectivity and moderate acidity.7,8

However, under the same metal loadings, considering the
mass transport viewpoint, the challenge is its diffusion effi-
ciency for which the interior active sites of the support are less
accessible to reactants, especially for bulkier molecules.9,10 This
is due to the predominance micropores. To date, extensive
efforts using hydrothermal synthesis conditions11–14 have been
devoted to synthesize SAPO-11 with more exposed external
active sites to solve this problem. These strategies have the
disadvantage of relying on the addition of a secondary template,
such as carbon,15 CTAB,13,16 organosilane17 or glucose.18

However, the use of a secondary porogen results in a compli-
cated synthetic process and extra energy consumption during
the calcination procedures. Therefore, a simple and cost-
effective manufacturing procedure to construct SAPO-11 with
a large number of exposed external active sites is yet to be
developed.

An alternative to the conventional hydrothermal synthesis
(CHT) method is steam-assisted conversion (SAC), one of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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typical dry gel conversion (DGC) methods for zeolite synthesis.
This method has recently attracted increasing interest for the
synthesis of hierarchical zeolites (HSZs)19–21 and superne
zeolites.22–24 Under these conditions, the zeolite precursor
mixtures are completely dried before they are converted by
steam, and such a quasi-solid-state has proven helpful against
phase separation and provides an ideal condition for massive
nucleation. Because the massive nucleation of zeolite facilitates
the generation of nano-zeolite, HSZs are generated by control-
ling the assembly of the precursor nanoparticles (NPs), which
are oen observed in the early stages of the zeolite crystalliza-
tion process.25 However, most literature that reports the
construction of HSZs using the SAC-based method usually
describes the use of some surfactant such as CTAB,26 F127 (ref.
27) or an organosilane,28 and a hard template29 to manipulate
the regular assembly of the NPs and their crystallization
process. Similar mechanisms and methods have been reported
for a variety of morphologies and structures of SAPO-11. Lei
et al.23 used CTAB to synthesize a superne SAPO-11 by the SAC
method as an FCC catalyst promoter. In addition, in the pres-
ence of uoride ions in the synthesized dry gel, SAPO-11 has
been reported to be an excellent promoter for hydro-
isomerization due to the existence of superne particles.22 For
all of the examples mentioned above, a large amount of additive
is still needed for the formation of a hierarchical network or
superne particles. So the challenge considered for the
synthesis of smaller SAPO-11 particles with more external active
sites by the SAC method is to reduce the doping during the
synthetic process.

On the other hand, engineering a hierarchical structure on
conventional zeolites by a seed-assisted process is another
encouraging way to address the aforementioned problems by
promoting nucleation. Seeds that act as a nucleation promoting
agent have been widely studied to improve the yield or shorten
the crystallization time of the product.30 Accordingly, it is ex-
pected that the combination of SAC and the seeding technology
would constitute a high yield, low-cost, and exible method for
constructing HSZs without a secondary template. Very recently,
Cheng et al.31 obtained a rich intercrystalline mesoporosity by
a seeding-steam-assisted conversion method. Foreign seeds
were exposed to the pre-treated dry gel and the crystallization of
beta zeolite commenced derived from the interfaces between
the seeds (as nucleation centers) and the amorphous
compound. The beta zeolite thus obtained possessed a high
surface area and pore volume. The high LDPE cracking activity
was attributed to the synergistic effects of the TEAOH and
extraneous zeolite seeds. There is no doubt that the seed play
a vital role in the morphology and physical properties of the
obtained zeolites.

In the present study, our aim is to develop an effective
method to synthesize SAPO-11 with more external acid sites.
To combine the advantages of SAC and a seed-induced method
and intensify the interaction between the seed and dry gel, we
have designed a novel synthetic route by inoculating the seed
in situ and then growing the crystals during a subsequent SAC
process, considering the advantage of both low temperature
treatment and the dry gel conversion system which facilitated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
the crystal nucleation. In this novel in situ inoculating seed-
induced-SAC (SISAC) method, as illustrated in Scheme S1,
ES1.† The aluminosilicophosphate gel was pre-crystallized at
433 K for 24 h, and the intermediate with some embryonic AEL
structure (acting as the seed structure) was obtained during
this low-temperature hydrothermal process. The intermedi-
ates were then transformed into SAPO-11 crystals via a non-
classical crystallization mechanism32–34 in the course of
a further SAC crystal growth process. As a result, the
dandelion-like SAPO-11 was formed.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work regarding the
application of an in situ inoculating seed method to obtain dry
gel for constructing SAPO-11 has been reported to date, and the
dandelion-like SAPO-11 is rst reported here. More importantly,
such a larger external surface, mesopore volume and greater
number of acid sites endowed with the dandelion-like Pt/SAPO-
11 catalyst exhibited an excellent catalytic performance in
heptane hydroisomerization.

Experimental section
Synthesis samples

Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, C12H28O4Si), aluminum iso-
propoxide (AIP, 24% Al2O3), ortho-phosphoric acid (85%
H3PO4), heptane (99.9%), chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (H2-
PtCl6$6H2O) were obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
(China). Di-n-propylamine (DPA, C6H15N) was supplied from
Aladdin Chemical Reagent Company. All of the above chemicals
were used as purchased without any further purication. The
SAPO-11 samples were hydrothermally synthesized using TEOS,
AIP, ortho-phosphoric acid and DPA as the Si source, Al source,
P source, and template, respectively.

The typical gel ratio for each SAPO-11 was
1.0Al2O3 : 1.0P2O5 : 2.0DPA : 0.3TEOS : 50H2O. For the initial
gel, the synthesis was carried out as follows: 6.81 g of AIP was
hydrolyzed in 15 ml of deionized water with stirring for 12 h.
Then, 3.84 g of H3PO4 was added to the mixture and homoge-
nized for 4 h. Aerwards, 4.6 ml of DPA was added to the
mixture, which was followed by the addition of 1.3 ml of TEOS.
For the C-HTC-SAPO-11 (C-HTC stands for the conventional
hydrothermal conversion method), the initial gel was trans-
ferred into a Teon-lined stainless steel autoclave and hydro-
thermally crystallized at 433 K for 24 h.

For the C-SAC-SAPO-11 (C-SAC stands for the conventional
steam-assisted method), the initial gel was further stirred in
a water bath at 333 K to evaporate the solvent, followed by
adding 25 ml ethanol with vigorous stirring. The solution was
stirred until it could no longer rotate before being transferred to
a Petri dish and placed in an oven at 333 K for 48 h where the
residual solvent was allowed to evaporate. Then, the obtained
dry gel (denoted as DG-C) was ground to a powder using
a mortar and pestle before being charged into a 25 ml crucible
and placed inside a Teon-lined stainless steel autoclave (100
ml). A total of 20 ml water was added outside the crucible to
create steam for the steam-assisted conversion synthesis
conditions. The autoclave was placed in an oven set at 473 K and
maintained at that temperature for up to 24 h.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666 | 4657
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For comparison, seed-SAC-SAPO-11 was also synthesized. An
amount of 1 wt% C-HTC-SAPO-11 powder was added to the
initial gel under stirring conditions, followed by the same
procedure as the C-SAC-SAPO-11.

For the SISAC-SAPO-11, the initial gel was pre-crystallized at
433 K for 24 h. In such cases, some embryonic AEL structure was
implanted into the amorphous gel, which was deemed to be the
in situ inoculating seed method (denoted as SI) and provides an
intimate and large contact interface between the seed and
amorphous gel. This can shorten the induction period and
promote the nucleation rate of the SAPO-11 crystal. Under this
condition, the obtained gel was denoted as DG-160, which was
then subjected to the same procedure as the C-SAC-SAPO-11.

The obtained product was recovered by ltration, washed
thoroughly with deionized water, dried at 373 K overnight and
then calcined at 873 K for 6 h using a ramp rate of 2 Kmin�1 in air.

Preparation of Pt/SAPO-11 catalysts

All the calcined samples were extruded, crushed, and sieved to
obtain 20–40 mesh particles. Then, the 0.5 wt% Pt was sup-
ported on the shaped samples via the incipient wetness
impregnation method using an aqueous solution of H2PtCl6.
Aer impregnation, the samples were dried overnight at 373 K
and calcined in a muffle furnace at 723 K for 3 h.

Characterization

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization was performed
using an X'Pert Pro automatic powder diffractometer operated
at 35 kV and 15 mA using CuKa (K ¼ 0.15406 nm) mono-
chromatized radiation in all cases. Ar physisorption was
measured with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 M instrument. Prior
to the adsorption, the sample was evacuated at 573 K for 3 h.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained on
a eld emission SEM (FESEM) instrument (Zeiss SIGMA, Ger-
many). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments
were performed using an FEI Tecnai 30 high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscope (Philips Analytical) operated at an
accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The 27Al and 31P solid-state NMR
spectra were measured on an Avance III Bruker device at
a frequency of 500 MHz. The powdered samples were packed in
the rotor and spun at a rate of 12 kHz. The experiments were
conducted at a contact time of 2 ms and a total of 20 scans were
recorded with a 5 s recycle delay for each sample.

The X-ray uorescence (XRF) and X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) characterizations were carried out to obtain
information about the bulk and surface compositions of the
SAPO-11, respectively. XRF measurements were conducted on
a S8 TIGER (BRUKER) operated at 60 kV and 50 mA. XPS
measurements weremade with a Qtac100 spectrometer using the
incident radiation Al Ka of 1486.6 eV at 250 W, 20 mA, and 50 eV
of pass energy. The C1s peak at 284.6 eV was used as the internal
standard to compensate for sample charging. The atomic ratios
were quantitatively analyzed by determining the elemental areas
of the core-level peaks for O1s, Si2p, Al2p, and P2p.

Raman spectra were recorded on Renishaw Invia Raman
systems equipped with CCD detectors. The line at 532 nm from
4658 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666
a He–Cd laser was used as an excitation source with an output of
5.6 mW. The power of the laser at the samples was approxi-
mately 0.56 mW.

The FT-IR spectra of pyridine and 2,6-dimethylpyridine
adsorption were recorded on a Thermo Nicolet Nexus spec-
trometer with a resolution of 4 cm�1. The samples were pressed
into self-supporting discs, which were treated in H2 at 673 K in
an IR quartz cell with a CaF2 window for 1 h, followed by
evacuation at the same temperature for 5 min to remove the gas-
phase H2. Aer cooling to 373 K, the samples were exposed to
pyridine vapor for 10 min. Then, the spectra were recorded aer
evacuation at 423 K. For calculating the number of total
Brønsted acid sites, Lewis acid sites and external Brønsted acid
sites, the molar extinction coefficient of Py-IR was used
according to the report of Zeng et al.,35 and 2,6-DMPy-IR was
used according to Onfroy et al.36 reported.

NH3 temperature-programmed desorption (NH3-TPD)
measurements were performed on aMicromeritics AutoChem II
2920 instrument. Typically, the sample was pretreated in
a quartz reactor with an O2–He gas (20 vol% O2) ow at 673 K for
1 h, followed by purging with high-purity He. The adsorption of
NH3 was performed at 373 K in an NH3–He mixture (10 vol%
NH3) for 1 h, and TPD was performed in a He ow by raising the
temperature to 1173 K at a rate of 10 K min�1.

CO chemisorption was performed at 308 K with a micro-
meritics ASAP 2020 apparatus. Prior to the measurement, the
catalysts (0.1 g) were reduced in situ for 1 h at 573 K in H2

(heating rate of 10 K min�1), and evacuated at 573 K to remove
chemisorbed hydrogen, and cooling to 308 K under vacuum.
Analysis was performed by collecting a CO adsorption isotherm
at 308 K, evacuating the sample at 308 K for 1 h to remove the
physisorption of CO, and collecting a second isotherm at 308 K.

H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) analyses
were carried out with the GC-TPR apparatus. Prior to reduction,
the catalyst was rst treated under O2 ow of 40 ml min�1 at 673
K for 30 min. Aer cooled to room temperature, a ow of 5%H2/
Ar (50 ml min�1) was switched and the sample was heated to
973 K with a rate of 10 K min�1. The H2 consumption of the
catalyst reduction was determined by a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD).
Catalytic tests

The activity evaluation was carried out in a xed-bed
continuous-ow stainless steel reactor with an internal diam-
eter of 4.0 mm, using n-heptane (n-C7, Sinopharm chemical
reagent) hydroisomerization as a model reaction. In each run,
0.5 g of the catalyst was loaded into the reactor and the reactant
n-heptane was fed into the reactor by a syringe pump. Prior to
the reaction, the catalyst was reduced in situ at 673 K for 4 h
under owing purity H2. The temperature was then lowered to
the reaction temperature. The measurement was carried out at
a total pressure of 1.5 MPa with a H2/n-heptane volumetric ratio
of 400. The hydrocarbon products were collected online aer
a steady state had been reached and analyzed by a gas chro-
matograph (GC-9560) equipped with a ame ionization detector
(FID) and a HP-PONA capillary column (50 m � 0.2 mm).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Result and discussion
Physicochemical properties of the dry gel

To study the difference in the dry gel obtained by the above
method and to conrm that some embryonic seed structure was
embedded into the dry gel compound in situ during the pre-
crystallization process, the power XRD patterns, Raman
spectra, N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms, and the 31P and
27Al solid-state MAS NMR spectra of the dry gel were studied.

As shown in Fig. 1A, the XRD pattern of the conventional dry
gel contains an extremely broad halo near 2q ¼ 23�, indicating
the predominant existence of an amorphous phase. In the low-
angle region, the two peaks with 2q values of 6.2� and 8.1�

suggest that a layered intermediate with a certain degree of
long-range ordering exists.37 In the present study, the layered
phase is probably partially held by weak forces because the
inorganic SAPO sheets are held together by the protonated
amines via van der Waals forces or very weak hydrogen
bonding.37,38 A similar phenomenon was reported for other
aluminophosphate dry gels in some previous studies.39–43 The
layered intermediate structure was also conrmed by 31P solid-
state MAS NMR. As shown in Fig. 1C, the 31P spectra of DG-C
has a sharp peak at �19 ppm, this was attributed to the crys-
talline layered phase.42 Interestingly, upon treating the alumi-
nosilicophosphate gel under hydrothermal synthesis at 433 K
for 24 h, the diffraction peak with 2q ¼ 6.2� which is attributed
to the (100) layered structure reection37 became spiculate,
implying that the layered intermediate material has become
more orderly. It is worth noting that some weak diffraction
peaks at 8.1, 21.2, 22.1–23.2� and 26� corresponding to (110),
(002), (240) and (400) are emphasized (labelled with A). These
are vested in the reections of the AEL structure and suggest
that the periodic framework of the crystalline SAPO-11 embryo
begins to form in the initial DG-160. The diffraction peaks at
12.3� and 18.4� (labelled with ,) are assigned to the transi-
tional intermediate structure of SAPO-type zeolite, which is also
observed in other reports.37,39 However, this situation was not
Fig. 1 XRD patterns (A), Raman spectra (B), 31P (C) and 27Al MAS NMR
spectra (D) of synthesized DG-C and DG-160.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
observed and those reections due to the embryonic AEL phase
are almost nonexistent in DG-C, which was ascribed to the pre-
crystallization process.

To analyze the ring systems of the dry gel, we recorded the
Raman spectra because of the T–O–T (T ¼ tetrahedral site)
bending region being very sensitive to the ring systems in the
zeolite frameworks.44–46 As shown in Fig. 1B, the observation of
a relatively strong peak in the Raman shi at 262 cm�1 sug-
gested that a large number of 10-ring structure existed in DG-
160, and the Raman shi band in the region at 400–500 cm�1

is assigned to the bending vibrations of the 4- and/or 6-
membered rings in the zeolite framework. Compared to DG-C,
the enhanced intensity of the peak area in this region is rela-
tively large, suggesting the existence of a large number of 4- and/
or 6-membered rings in DG-160, which was attributed to the
implantation of a large amount of AEL embryonic structure
during the rst step. The Raman results indicated that the DG-
160 contains some similarity to the AEL structure. The rings
existing in DG-160 will facilitate the transformation of amor-
phous materials into a 3D AEL structure. Intriguingly, the BET
surface area determined by N2 adsorption–desorption
isotherms (Fig. S1, ES1†) show that DG-160 has a large value
(57.3 m2 g�1) compared with the DG-C (28.9 m2 g�1), which was
most likely due to a different form of the as-synthesized dry gel.

To characterize the local environments of the P and Al atoms
in the layered intermediate compound, 31P and 27Al solid-state
MAS NMR spectra were recorded. In the 31P MAS NMR spectra
(Fig. 1C), both dry gel exhibits a sharp peak at �19 ppm
(denoted as P�19), which implies the presence of a layered
intermediate,42 while the broad superimposed peak between
�16 ppm and 5 ppm (denoted as Pa) is due to the existence of an
amorphous phase.42 There is no distinct peak at around
�30 ppm, indicating that the P in the layered intermediate is
not fully condensed to a P(OAl)4 environment. However, the
signal intensity ratio of P�19 to Pa follows the order of DG-160 >
DG-C, implying that the precursor P species was transformed
into a layered semi-crystalline phase with long-range ordering
during the pre-crystallization process. Similarly, the 27Al MAS
NMR spectra in Fig. 1D show that the above mentioned two dry
gels both have peaks at approximately 40 ppm (denoted as Al40)
and 6 ppm (denoted as Al6) manifesting the presence of tetra-
coordinated Al and penta-coordinated Al, respectively. The
signal intensity ratio of Al40 to Al6 follows the order of DG-160 >
DG-C, consistent with the order of the 31P MAS NMR spectra
and the result of XRD and Raman spectroscopy. The slight
difference emphasizes that the pre-crystallization treatment
accelerated a deeper transformation of AlV into AlIV in the dry
gel. This trend is in line with the coordination changes during
crystallization.47 This phenomenon is attributed to the genera-
tion of more nuclei and thus the formation of smaller SAPO-11
during the subsequent SAC process (see below).

Collectively, these data suggest that under pre-crystallization
treatment, the induction stage of the SAPO-11 crystal nuclei
during the dry gel preparation process is enhanced by this step,
as synthesis at low temperature tends to promote the nucleation
process of zeolite. Some embryonic AEL phase was subse-
quently incorporated and initially formed (the featured peaks
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666 | 4659
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were emphasized in the XRD and Raman spectra) in the dry gel.
The embryonic AEL structure was well-proportioned and
implanted in a layered semi-crystalline form. It will act in
a seeding role, which was denoted an in situ inoculating seed
method. The strong interaction between the AEL seed and the
amorphous compound may inuence the morphology and
physical properties of the SAPO-11 and will accelerate the
crystallization growth rate of SAPO-11. Thanks to the nanoscale
intimacy of the seed structure and amorphous compound, the
merits of the alleged in situ inoculating seed method are: (1)
promoting the nucleation of SAPO-11 from pre-crystalline
initial aluminosilicophosphate gel, thus creating a mass of
growth centers by lowering the activation energy; (2) dis-
tinguishing the conventional seed-assisted method, the ultra-
strong interaction (nanoscale intimacy) between the seed
structure and amorphous compound will assume a pivotal role
in forming a distinct morphology.
Crystallization and morphology evolution under different SAC
methods

The above characterizations clearly demonstrate that the pre-
crystallization has a signicant impact on the structure of dry
gel. To gain a clearer understanding of the structural evolution
of the two SAC methods, the crystallization process was thor-
oughly investigated by XRD and SEM characterization. XRD
patterns of as-synthesized samples (unwashed samples) at
different crystallization times prepared by different methods
are shown in Fig. 2, which indicate the crystalline evolution of
Fig. 2 XRD patterns of SAPO-11 at different crystallization time
prepared by conventional SAC method (A) and SISAC method (B).

4660 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666
the C-SAC-SAPO-11 and SISAC-SAPO-11. For the initial dry gel
mixtures (DG-160 and DG-C), both the XRD patterns contain
a strong reection with 2q ¼ 6.2�, which was attributed to the
layered intermediate structure.37,39 Similar to the above analysis
in the section on the physicochemical properties of the dry gel,
a similar phenomenon was reported for other alumi-
nophosphate dry gel structures in some previous studies.39–43

Because of the pre-crystallization process, the initial XRD
patterns of DG-160 show some weak diffraction peaks at 8.1,
21.2, 22.1–23.2� and 26� which are assigned to the reections of
the AEL structure. In fact, for the C-SAC method, the AEL phase
emerged aer 3 h under crystallization conditions (Fig. 2A). For
the SISAC method, the layered semi-crystalline intermediate
was maintained until the period of the crystallization stage
exceeded 3 h. Compared with a crystallization time of 2 h, the
typical diffraction peaks of SAPO-11molecular sieve, at 2q¼ 8.1,
9.4, 13.1, 15.6, 20.3, 21.2 and 22.1–23.2� were detected, sug-
gesting the solid sample was mainly composed of the AEL
structure mixed with some semi-crystalline intermediate
structure. The intensity of the (100) reection became weaker
and broader because of the consumption of the semi-crystalline
intermediate phase and gradually evolved into the AEL crystal-
line phase. The obvious peak at 6.2� disappeared aer the
crystallization period reached 4 h, while the fully developed
three-dimensional covalent AEL crystalline structure kept on
growing in the subsequent SAC process. The structural evolu-
tion tendency for the C-SAC method is similar to that of the
SISAC method. However, a complete transformation of the
amorphous phase to the AEL structure occurs in 6 h. This fact
indicates that the degree of embedding of the embryonic AEL
structure affects the further crystallization rate of SAPO-11.

The more clearly to compare the crystallization rate of both
methods, the crystallization curve is plotted in Fig. S2 ES2.† It is
immediately obvious from the curve that the SISAC method has
a faster crystallization rate, as shown in the red curve in Fig. S2
ES2.† This is to be expected, since the seed structure was
introduced by the SI method and was able to facilitate nucle-
ation and growth under the same SAC conditions.

To elucidate the formation process of the SAPO-11 under the
two methods, several unwashed samples were collected during
each SAC procedure and measured by SEM (Fig. 3). For the C-
SAC method at t ¼ 0–3 h, the amorphous morphology was
mainly observed, in which the XRD patterns mostly showed the
amorphous phase. That is, no marked crystallization occurs at
these times. Aer 6 h (Fig. 3B), these amorphous gel areas
disperse and re-associate to form some well-dened regions,
and a few cubes appear on the prole of the agglomerate. Aer
being treated for 8 h (Fig. 3C), the cubical region becomes even
clearer, and it forms interconnected micro-spheres with diam-
eters of approximately 1–2 mm. Meanwhile, some smaller
particles are observed around the surfaces of the micro-spheres,
and these particles seem to attach to the surfaces of the larger
micro-spheres and become more crystalline under the subse-
quent SAC process. As the heating time is further prolonged to
12 h, the micro-spheres becomes even larger and the particles
around it become fewer, which indicates the evolution of crys-
tallization from particles merging into the crystalline AEL-type
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 3 Evolution of SEM images as a function of time in the formation
of SAPO-11 obtained by the conventional SAC method (left) and the
SISAC method (right).
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structure under this C-SAC method. Aer crystallization for
24 h, the nal SAPO-11 crystals are present in Fig. 3E, and the
amorphous gel or ne particles have been completely
consumed. These changes are consistent with the trend of the
XRD pattern evolution shown in Fig. 2A.

For the SISAC method, at the initial 2 h, the aggregation of
the layered semi-crystalline intermediate with relatively smooth
surfaces was observed, almost the same as the morphology of
DG-160 (Fig. S3B ES3†). The semi-crystalline intermediate with
a layered structure does not have a regular shape and size,
although the embryonic AEL phase existed in these compounds.
This must be due to the embryonic AEL being infrequent and
not growing and stacking into primary crystals. With an
increase in the crystallization time to 3 h, the bulk gel appears
to aggregate and fuse together (Fig. 3F). Meanwhile, the
margins of the crystals progressively emerged. A visible cavity
with branches emerged (Fig. 3F and G), and the SAPO-11 crys-
tallinity increases. This is explained by the enhanced intensity
of the peaks assigned to the typical AEL structure with regard
to the layered structure at 6.2� becoming weaker, but still not
being fully converted to the regular morphology. It was
claried that the SISAC condition afforded a maximized local
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
concentration for massive nucleation because of the higher
supersaturation. In addition, the embryonic AEL structure
which was generated during the pre-crystallization process can
act in a seed role to accelerate the nucleation process of SAPO-
11. Interestingly, the SEM images at 8 h (Fig. 3H) of crystalli-
zation time reveal that the bulk materials exhibit a multi-
branched surface with branch lengths of approximately
200 nm and identical crystal orientations. It seems that these
branches of dandelion-like SAPO-11 derived from the shell. It
has been previously stated that the seed structure existed in the
DG-160 and served as the growth center. It is unambiguous that
the formation of the branches was attributed to the seed-
induced amorphous compound transforming into AEL crys-
tals. Aer prolonging the crystallization period to 12 h (Fig. 3I),
there is a slight increase in the branched width and well-dened
branches on the outer surface were observed. These phenomena
demonstrated that using the SASAC method, crystallization
preferentially takes place on the outer surface, and extends from
the shell to the core accompanied by the inner amorphous gel
gradually being consumed. This is in good agreement with the
enhanced intensity of the AEL diffraction peaks. Aer 24 h of
SAC treatment, the branches on the outer surface nally result
in the formation of a fully oriented and assembled dandelion-
like SAPO-11.

It is well-known that zeolite crystal growth mechanism does
not occur via the classic Lamer mechanism,48 but instead is via
the non-classic orientated growth (OA) mechanism suggested
by Baneld et al.49 The OA mechanism50 of crystal growth has
been observed in zeolites of different structures such as SSZ-
13,34 Beta,51 SAPO-11,52 and SAPO-5.53 A similar OA crystal-
growth phenomenon was also observed in our system using
a different SAC method. However, the existence of the seed
structure in DG-160 results in a different morphology of SISAC-
SAPO-11, and we will further study the physicochemical prop-
erties of three SAPO-11 samples.
Physicochemical properties of the SAPO-11 samples

The SEM and TEM images of SAPO-11 prepared by different
methods are shown in Fig. 4. The C-HTC-SAPO-11 displays
a spheroidal crystal with a rough surface (Fig. 4A), and the
margin of TEM image (Fig. 4E) shows that the primary C-HTC-
SAPO-11 crystal was nano-cubic, having amorphology similar to
that studied by Liu et al.14 On the other hand, the C-SAC-SAPO-
11 displays a heterogeneous particle aggregation, as shown in
Fig. 4B and F. The primary crystal size is smaller than that of C-
HTC-SAPO-11 and no irregularly shaped amorphous phase is
present. This phenomenon was attributed to the fast nucleation
in the quasi-solid dry gel systems. As shown in Fig. 4C and D,
the crystal of the SISAC-SAPO-11 becomes rougher and the
surface comprises an abundant number of branches, which
looks just like a dandelion.

TEM and SEM images of the dandelion-like SAPO-11 show
that the branches are uniform with dimensions of 200–250 nm
in length and 20 - 30 nm in diameter. The elemental maps of O,
Al, P, and Si (Fig. 4H) all show homogeneous distribution
throughout the whole dandelion-like SAPO-11.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666 | 4661
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Fig. 4 SEM images of C-HTC-SAPO-11 (A), C-SAC-SAPO-11 (B), and
SISAC-SAPO-11 (C, D); TEM image of C-DTC-SAPO-11 (E), C-SAC-
SAPO-11 (F), SISAC-SAPO-11 (G); EDX element mapping of dandelion-
like SISAC-SAPO-11 (H).

Fig. 5 XRD patterns (A) and Ar adsorption/desorption isotherms (B) of
the calcined (a) C-HTC-SAPO-11, (b) C-SAC-SAPO-11 and (c) SISAC-
SAPO-11 samples.
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Compared to C-HTC-SAPO-11 and C-SAC-SAPO-11, the
discrepancy in the crystallographic morphology of SISAC-SAPO-
11 is probably due to the existence of a slight embryonic AEL
structure in DG-160 and is the dominant difference in crystal
growth orientation of SAPO-11, as is indicated by analyzing the
difference between the two dry gels using XRD, 31P and 27Al
solid-state MAS NMR. We also prepared seed-SAC-SAPO-11 as
a reference material by directly adding 1 wt% C-HTC-SAPO-11
samples to the synthesis gel in a similar manner. As revealed
by the SEM images (Fig. S4, ES4†), the ordinary foreign seed
addition method causes a tremendous difference compared
with SISAC-SAPO-11. Although the surfaces of the aggregates are
composed of abundant nanosheets, the integral morphology is
inhomogeneous, unlike the regular dandelion-like morphology
obtained using the SISAC method. These results suggest that
the interaction intensity between the seed structure and gel
plays a pivotal role in the further crystallization process, and the
formation of the dandelion-like SAPO-11 was contributed to by
a nanoscale interaction between the seed structure and the gel.

The wide-angle range XRD patterns of three samples are
plotted in Fig. 5A. All of the samples exhibit the high crystal-
linity of AEL-structured materials without traces of impure
crystalline phases, reecting the successful production of
a SAPO-11 zeolite.15,54,55 The present results indicate that the
SAC and SISAC processes do not affect the crystal structure of
SAPO-11. Their relative crystallinities calculated by the ratio of
the highest peak values are listed in Table 1. Depending on the
4662 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666
C-SAC process, the RC value is 86.3% and SISAC-SAPO-11 is 96%
of the C-HTC-SAPO-11 value. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the
intensities decreased and the line widths broadened when the
samples were treated using the SAC method, which is attribut-
able to the decreased crystal size.5 This conrms that the SAC
method is favorable for the formation of smaller crystals and as
a result, a greater number of external active sites were exposed.

The Ar adsorption/desorption isotherms of the calcined C-
HTC-SAPO-11, C-SAC-SAPO-11 and SISAC-SAPO-11 samples are
shown in Fig. 5B, and the corresponding textural properties are
summarized in Table 1. The isotherm of C-HTC-SAPO-11
exhibits a typical type I prole with a very high uptake at low
relative pressures (P/P0 < 0.02) and a plateau at high relative
pressures (0.35 < P/P0 < 1.0), indicating that the C-HTC-SAPO-11
is a purely microporous phase with negligible mesoporosity. In
addition to a high uptake at low relative pressure, it shows
a typical type IV isotherm prole characterized by an H4-type
hysteresis loop and an apparent uptake at high relative pres-
sures (0.35 < P/P0 < 1.0), demonstrating the coexistence of
microporosity and mesoporosity in them.

For C-SAC-SAPO-11, slightly lower Smicropore and Vmicropore

values are exhibited in comparison with C-HTC-SAPO-11,
consistent with its lower relative crystallinity (86.3%). In
accord with this data, it possessed a larger external surface area
and mesopore volume as compared with C-HTC-SAPO-11. It is
notable that the SAPO-11 synthesized by the SISAC method not
only retains its microporous properties (almost equal to the C-
HTC-SAPO-11) but also exhibits the largest external surface
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Table 1 Composition, textural parameters, and relative crystallinity (RC) of all SAPO-11 materials

Sample
SBET
(m2 g�1)

Smic

(m2 g�1)
Sext
(m2 g�1)

Vmic

(cm3 g�1)
Vmeso

(cm3 g�1)
Bulk composition
via XRF

Surface composition
via XPS RC (%)

C-HTC-SAPO-11 167.5 130.6 36.9 0.056 0.042 (Si0.054Al0.495P0.456)O2 (Si0.093Al0.460P0.447)O2 100
C-SAC-SAPO-11 172.8 99.2 73.6 0.041 0.124 (Si0.061Al0.486P0.452)O2 (Si0.088Al0.448P0.464)O2 86.3
SISAC-SAPO-11 200.3 118.3 82.0 0.056 0.125 (Si0.107Al0.483P0.423)O2 (Si0.174Al0.400P0.426)O2 96.0

Fig. 6 IR spectra of pyridine (A) and 2,6-dimethylpyridine (B)
adsorption for (a) C-HTC-SAPO-11, (b) C-SAC-SAPO-11 and (c) SISAC-
SAPO-11 samples at 423 K.

Table 2 Acidity properties of the SAPO-11 samples determined by Py-
IR and 2,6-DMPy-IR characterizations

Sample

Total Brønsted
acidity
(mmol g�1)

Total Lewis
acidity
(mmol g�1)

External Brønsted
acidity
(mmol g�1)

C-HTC-SAPO-11 1.85 0.296 0.080
C-SAC-SAPO-11 1.69 0.608 0.091
SISAC-SAPO-11 2.27 0.802 0.104
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area (Sext: 82.0 m2 g�1) and mesopore volume (Vmesopore: 0.125
cm3 g�1) among them. This indicates signicantly decreased
crystal thickness compared to C-HTC-SAPO-11 (Sext: 36.9 m2 g�1

and Vmesopore: 0.042 cm3 g�1, respectively). Recent studies24,26

suggested that the SAC systems further decrease the grain size
of zeolite, and as a result, extend the external surface areas and
mesopore volumes of the zeolite. This coincides with our study.
In summary, the extension of such textural characteristics
constitutes a major preponderance of the SISAC-SAPO-11
support, particularly when more acid sites (active sites) are
exposed on the external surface.

The bulk and surface compositions of SAPO-11 synthesized
by different methods are measured by XRF and XPS (Table 1).

The Si content using the SAC method is greater than that
using the CHT method, especially for the SISAC method.
Accordingly, the dry gel system24 (nonaqueous condition) might
favor the incorporation of Si into the framework of AlPO-11,
which determines the acidity of SAPO-11.16 Combining the
results of XRF and XPS, one can conclude that the Si content on
the surface is much higher than that in the bulk for all the
samples, but the incorporation of the Si content and the
distribution of Si atoms on the surface was facilitated by the
SISAC crystallization method. These results indicate that the
acidity and the catalytic behavior of SISAC-SAPO-11 may
different when compared with C-HTC-SAPO-11 and C-SAC-
SAPO-11, and the promotion of catalytic activity for heptane
hydroisomerization originates from amuch greater accessibility
to the external acidity.

The NH3-TPD technique is useful for characterizing the
acidic concentration and strength. Fig. S5† shows the NH3-TPD
curves of the three samples. There are two desorption peaks
marked in Fig. S5† corresponding to the weak and medium/
strong acid sites of SAPO-11.14 We noted that the acid sites are
mostly composed of weak acid sites. Obviously, the total
ammonia desorption areas of SISAC-SAPO-11 implied that
SISAC-SAPO-11 had the largest number of total acid sites.

To further understand the acidity type and spatial distribu-
tion of acid sites, FT-IR investigations were carried out using
pyridine (Py, 0.57 nm in diameter) and 2,6-dimethylpyridine
(2,6-DMPy, 0.67 nm in diameter, which is too large to enter the
pore channel of SAPO-11) as the base probe molecules, to
quantify the number of total and external acid sites, respec-
tively. The Py-IR and 2,6-DMPy-IR spectra of the three SAPO-11
zeolites are shown in Fig. 6. As illustrated in Fig. 6A, the
adsorption bands at 1450 cm�1 and 1540 cm�1 are assigned to
the chemisorbed pyridine, which correspond to the pyridine
interaction with both Lewis and Brønsted acid sites,12,13
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
respectively. For the 2,6-DMPy spectra (Fig. 6B), the bands
located at 1630–1650 cm�1 can be assigned to 2,6-DMPy
adsorbed on Brønsted acid sites only.36

The quantitative analyses of the numbers of total and
external Brønsted acid sites are summarized in Table 2.
Compared with C-HTC-SAPO-11 and C-SAC-SAPO-11, the SISAC-
SAPO-11 shows a larger number of total Brønsted acid sites and
total Lewis acid sites, indicating the promotion effect of the
SISAC method on the incorporation of Si atoms. This is in good
agreement with the NH3-TPD analysis. For external Brønsted
acidity, the number of Brønsted acid sites at the pore mouths
increased in the order of C-HTC-SAPO-11 < C-SAC-SAPO-11 <
SISAC-SAPO-11. These results show that both SAC methods are
encouraging for producing more detected Brønsted acid sites,
especially the SISAC method, owing to its smaller nanocrystals
(dandelion-like SAPO-11 composed of multiple branches) and
the increased surface areas. Combining the acidity results and
the above Ar adsorption–desorption and SEM results, it can be
inferred that the smaller crystallites of the dandelion-like SAPO-
11 with a greater external surface area produced a larger
number of Brønsted acid sites at the pore mouths of SAPO-11.
These results are in agreement with the bulk compositions of
the three SAPO-11 measured by XRF, and a high Si content is
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666 | 4663
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Fig. 7 H2-TPR profiles of (a) C-HTC-SAPO-11, (b) C-SAC-SAPO-11
and (c) SISAC-SAPO-11.

Table 3 CO chemisorption results and the reaction conversion and
product selectivity at 573 K over various Pt/SAPO-11 catalysts for
n-heptane hydroisomerizationa

Sample
Pt/
C-HTC-SAPO-11

Pt/
C-SAC-SAPO-11

Pt/
SISAC-SAPO-11

Method C-HTC C-SAC SISAC
DPt (%) 36.8 46.8 51.1
dPt (nm) 3.1 2.7 2.2
Conversion (%) 64.3 71.3 79.7
Iso-C7 selectivity (%) 97.0 95.1 93.7
Iso-C7 yield (%) 62.4 67.8 74.7
MB yield (%)b 61.1 65.8 69.5
DB yield (%)c 1.32 1.99 5.23
Cracking yield (%)d 1.73 3.26 4.14

a Reaction conditions: temperature 573 K, WHSV ¼ 10 h�1, H2/heptane
¼ 400, and hydrogen pressure 1.5 MPa. b MB: mono-branched iso-C7.
c DB: di-branched and multibranched iso-C7.

d Cracking products:
C1–C6.
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found on the surface by XPS analysis. A number of
papers12,13,15,16 describe an increase in catalytic activity and
performance as a result of the presence of more acid sites,
especially on the external surface of SAPO-11 material. These
acid sites act as catalytic sites for hydroisomerization by
providing protons that were generated by Si atoms incorporated
into the neutral AlP0-11 framework via two different substitu-
tion mechanisms.

Catalytic performance for hydroisomerization of heptane

The C-HTC-SAPO-11, C-SAC-SAPO-11 and SISAC-SAPO-11 are
selected as supports for 0.5 wt% Pt catalyst via impregnation
method to test the hydroisomerization performance of heptane.
H2-TPR proles of C-HTC-SAPO-11, C-SAC-SAPO-11 and SISAC-
SAPO-11 are shown in Fig. 7. Three catalysts showed the
similar reduced proles. The peak around 450 K was ascribed to
the reduction of platinum species in the channel of SAPO-11
and the strong peak at 320 K in the proles was attributed to
the reduction of platinum particles on the external surface.56

The weak and broad peak around 750 K was contributed to the
strong interaction between Pt species and SAPO-11 support. We
can draw conclusion that the peak areas of the Pt existed in
external surface was higher than the peak areas of Pt existed in
channels. These results indicated that lager number of plat-
inum existed in external surface and small part of platinum
remained in channels. Moreover, the peak area at 320 K of three
samples showed the sequence of 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11 > 0.5%
Pt/C-SAC-SAPO-11 > 0.5% Pt/C-HTC-SAPO-11, which means that
the multibranched SAPO-11 supported catalyst has higher (de)
hydrogenation function of Pt in the hydroisomerization of
heptane.

CO chemisorption on catalyst is carried out to determine the
Pt dispersion (DPt) and particle sizes (dPt), and the data is given
in Table 3. The CO chemisorption results show that 0.5Pt/
SISAC-SAPO-11 catalyst exhibits the greatest DPt (51.1%) and
smaller dPt (2.2 nm) compared to 0.5Pt/C-HTC-SAPO-11 and
0.5Pt/C-SAC-SAPO-11. These results indicated that the multi-
branched SAPO-11 support not only promote the distribution
but also decrease the size of Pt nanoparticles.

Measures of the catalytic hydroisomerization reaction have
been carried out at temperatures varying from 513 K to 673 K.
4664 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 4656–4666
Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependence of the conversion over
0.5 wt% Pt/SAPO-11 for the three samples synthesized by
different methods. It shows that the conversion increased as the
temperature of the reaction was increased. Previous studies52,57

have shown that under a loading of 0.5 wt% Pt, the (de)hydro-
genation becomes kinetically unimportant, and thereby the
catalytic performance is mainly governed by the properties of
the SAPO-11 as well as the size and distribution of Pt. The
conversion for Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11 is highest among them for the
entire range of testing temperatures, and the activities of the
three catalysts show the order 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11 > 0.5%
Pt/C-SAC-SAPO-11 > 0.5% Pt/C-HTC-SAPO-11, consistent with
the H2-TPR results and the sequence of the numbers of external
acid sites, the dispersity and the metal size of Pt.

In all cases, the major products were divided into cyclized,
cracked, mono-branched, di-branched and multi-branched
products. However, the cyclized product is negligible, and
both the selectivity for DB (di-branched andmulti-branched iso-
C7) and cracked products over all catalysts increased with the
increasing n-C7 conversion. This suggests that the increase in n-
C7 conversion not only promotes the formation of DB but also
enhances the undesirable cracking reactions. 2-Methylhexane
(2-MC6) and 3-methylhexane (3-MC6) are the major mono-
branched products over all the catalysts, in good agreement
with the product shape selectivity in SAPO-11.13 The major di-
branched product over all the catalysts is 2,4-dimethyl
pentane. For a detailed comparison, a summary of the results
for heptane hydroisomerization and hydrocracking product
fractions is shown in Table 3. The 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11
catalyst delivers a remarkably enhanced hydroisomerization
activity (79.7%) than others under the same reaction condition,
and the total yield of iso-C7 for 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11 catalyst
(72.2%) is the highest among them, whereas 0.5% Pt/C-HTC-
SAPO-11 only shows a yield of 64.3%. These results indicate
that the dandelion-like SAPO-11 promoted both catalytic activity
and iso-C7 yield, implying that the activities of the catalysts
depended on the crystallite size, the acid content and metal
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 8 Conversion of n-heptane by (a) 0.5% Pt/C-HTC-SAPO-11, (b)
0.5% Pt/C-SAC-SAPO-11 and (c) 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11 catalysts
plotted as a function of temperature (reaction conditions: WHSV ¼ 10
h�1, H2/heptane ¼ 400, and hydrogen pressure ¼ 1.5 MPa).
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distribution. The smaller crystallite size, and much higher
external acid sites of SAPO-11 cooperated with better metal
distribution may cause easy accessibility for the heptane
molecule, and then more intermediates can be generated and
further transfer can take place. As a result, the catalyst 0.5% Pt/
SISAC-SAPO-11 with its larger mesopore volume, external
surface, higher external Brønsted acidity, smaller Pt size and
a high degree of metal dispersion shows better activity than the
other catalysts, as has been observed for other hierarchical
SAPO-11 (ref. 15 and 16) derived from other methods.
Conclusions

In summary, a dandelion-like SAPO-11 has been successfully
synthesized by a facile “SISAC” synthesis strategy, in which
some of the design embryonic AEL structure seed was
embedded into dry gel in situ by pre-crystallization process and
further crystal growth by a steam-assisted conversion. In this
strategy, articially integrated the advantage of both low
temperature and quasi-solid system promoted the nucleation of
the zeolite, by which the smaller promoted the nucleation of the
zeolite, by which the smaller particles to be readily formed.
Particularly, a layered intermediate with some embryonic AEL
structure was obtained at pre-crystallization process, as
evidence by XRD, 31P, 27Al MAS NMR and Raman spectrum
analysis. The nanoscale interaction between seed and amor-
phous structure play a vital role for the formation of multi-
branched dandelion-like SAPO-11. Besides the morphological
advantage, the dandelion-like SAPO-11 not only provide an
enlarged surface area and mesopore volume, but also form
much external acid sites, where the interparticle voids lead to an
improved accessibility and diffusion. Aer loading 0.5 wt% Pt
nanoparticles, beneting from the promoting effect of multi-
branched SAPO-11, the size and distribution of Pt was smaller
and higher respectively. As a result, the 0.5% Pt/SISAC-SAPO-11
catalyst possess superior heptane hydroisomerization perfor-
mance than 0.5% Pt/C-HTC-SAPO-11 and 0.5% Pt/C-SAC-SAPO-
11, in which support was prepared by conventional hydro-
thermal conversion method and conventional steam-assisted
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
method, respectively. The superior catalytic activities is owing
to the effect of morphological modication (i.e., introducing
more external surface reaction sites, facilitating the distribution
of Pt nanoparticles). The work presented here not only for SAPO-
11, such easy SISAC method create a new perspective as a viable
and effective pathway for the synthesis of other zeolite frame-
work types and related materials with different morphology and
structural properties.
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